Knight-Capron Library of Lynchburg College

Digital Showcase

Consent and Identification of Content Agreement

Please read this Agreement carefully before signing. In order to make your work(s) openly available via Digital Showcase (or its successor technology), you must also complete a Non-Exclusive Contributor Agreement. (Contributors only need to complete the Non-Exclusive Contributor Agreement once.)

Contributors should notify all co-authors of intent to deposit the work in Digital Showcase; however, only one author needs to complete this Consent and Identification of Content Agreement.

Any amendment or modification to this consent must be made in writing in the section marked Addendum and must be signed by all parties to be valid and binding.

SUBMISSION INFORMATION

Title of Submission: TANWARPA: Contemporary Australian Aboriginal Paintings from the Central Desert

Author’s First Name: Shelley
Author’s Last Name: Miller

Additional Author(s) (e.g. Jane Doe): Casey Altamuro, Amherst Butler, Isabella Hudson, Robert “Hunter” Moore

CONTRIBUTOR INFORMATION

Email: miller-s@lynchburg.edu
Phone: 434-845-7983

Signature (Contributor): Shelley Miller

Altamuro: C@lynchburg.edu 201-636-7983
Casey Altamuro

Hudson: I@lynchburg.edu (800) 819-6747
Isabella Hudson

Butler-KK@lynchburg.edu (540) 330-7844
Amherst Butler

Moore: R@lynchburg.edu (434) 845-7983
Robert “Hunter” Moore